DISCERNING

Designer Marguerite Rodgers appreciates the finer things in life and so do her clients. They know that the hand craftsmanship of McGuire pieces bring exceptional quality and unmatched taste.

Why McGuire? Because it makes more than a statement.
1. Why McGuire? As the daughter of a designer, I grew up with an appreciation for McGuire. Now, I value McGuire because it fits with my own design philosophy of providing impeccably hand crafted, thoughtfully designed, timeless pieces with an American heritage. I'm not interested in filling my clients' homes with mass-produced, machine made “stuff”. I'm passionate about inheritable design. That’s McGuire.

2. Why McGuire? Designer Ann Sonnenberg loves that McGuire furniture is both comfortable and timeless. Living well begins at home!

3. Why McGuire? Because of its casual sophistication. It blends perfectly with many different styles, which lends itself to the beauty of diversity.

4. Why McGuire? Designer Marguerite Rodgers chose these stools for the Bar Z10, Lacroix at the Rittenhouse because they hold up to the wear and tear of everyday life at the bar and look great while they do it.


6. Why McGuire? Because it is very chic and mixes well with a traditional table.